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Tossups (10)
1. A parameter that governs this process displays an “octant degeneracy,” with solutions either above or below 45 degrees.
The degeneracy of that parameter is predicted to be resolvable by long baseline experiments, and the probability of one
form of this process is proportional to the sine square of twice that parameter. This process can be treated approximately by
using “tribimaximal” (try-by-max-im-al) or “democratic” forms of the matrix that governs it. The first evidence for this
process came from a threefold discrepancy between experiments and a standard astronomical model proposed by John
Bahcall. The Daya ("DIE"-uh) Bay experiment determined the value of “theta one three,” which was the last unknown mixing
angle that governs this process. This process is modeled by the PMNS matrix, and the discovery of this process at the SuperKamiokande detector in 1998 proved that the particles involved had nonzero mass. For 10 points, name this process in
which the three flavors of uncharged leptons transform into one another.
ANSWER: neutrino oscillations [or neutrino mixing; accept “antineutrino” in place of “neutrino” for the previous two
answers; prompt on “flavor oscillations” or “flavor mixing”]
2. Late in this novel, the women at a dinner party are asked whether they’d rather be waitresses or porn stars during a
discussion of the popularity of the film Deep Throat. This novel’s narrator is invited to a dinner at Vincent’s to talk about
the “shocks that befell . . . the loved ones” of the protagonist's father. A character in this novel is outraged when a newspaper
profile of her cow-raising business features a caption that references her past participation in the Miss America pageant. In
this novel, the protagonist’s daughter finally masters her stuttering after converting to Jainism while in hiding after bombing
the local general store and post office to bring the Vietnam War home. The protagonist of this novel operates a glove factory
in Newark, New Jersey. The frame narrative of this novel is a high school reunion attended by Nathan Zuckerman. For 10
points, name this Philip Roth novel about Swede Levov.
ANSWER: American Pastoral
3. George Pimentel proposed a model that expanded the concept of “half bonds” to model bond orders of one-half in ions
with this many atoms to explain hypervalency. The “2-norbornyl cation” experiences delocalization between this many
atoms. A common demonstration of the SALC ("S-A-L-C") method shows that the linear form of an ion with this many
atoms results in the ungerade (un-gay-RAH-duh) orbitals splitting and the gerade (gay-RAH-duh) orbitals becoming
nonbonding, while that ion’s cyclic form results in two slightly antibonding orbitals. That aforementioned compound with
this many atoms exists in a para form with one-half spin or an ortho form with higher spin. Carbocation rearrangements
occur through an intermediate with this many atoms, which forms an electron-deficient bond also seen in boranes. A
molecule with this many carbons is treated as having sp2 ("S-P-two") hybridization in the Walsh model, and experiences
extremely strained banana bonds. For 10 points, how many atoms are in the most strained rings possible, such as in
aziridines (uh-ZEER-eh-deenz) or epoxides.
ANSWER: three
4. This man’s vice president was investigated for his part-ownership of the Ramapo (RAM-uh-poh) Water Company, which
held tracts of land in the Catskills, especially after the St. Valentine’s Day blizzard, a period of historically cold weather
during this man’s term. This man’s vice president resided in a building dubbed the “Cream White House” for playing host
to guests like this man’s treasury secretary, Lyman Gage, the former president of the First National Bank of Chicago. This
president passed the Newlands Resolution to appoint a five-member commission to recommend laws for Hawaii. He forced
his secretary of war, Russell Alger, to resign amid allegations including the embalmed beef scandal. This man, who nearly
went bankrupt while serving as governor of Ohio, enacted the Dingley Tariff during his first year in office to restore rates
back to the 1890 tariff that he sponsored while a congressman. For 10 points, name this American president shot in Buffalo
by Leon Czolgosz (SHOHL-gosh) in 1901.
ANSWER: William McKinley
5. A “reply” to this poem notes that “several people called about office hours” and concludes “see you later; love; floss;
please turn off the telephone.” When asked why this work should be considered a poem, its author noted that “it’s
metrically absolutely regular,” which is untrue, leading Marjorie Perloff to conclude that this poem’s author mistakes “sight
for sound.” A response to this poem ends by exclaiming “I wanted you here in the wards, where I am the doctor!” That
parody of this poem, which recalls how “we laughed at the hollyhocks together / and then I sprayed them with lye” and how
the speaker chopped down the addressee’s house, is a set of variations on its author by Kenneth Koch. A theme of teasing
sexuality is often attributed to the description of the subject as “so sweet / and so cold” in this poem, which functions as a
note left in the kitchen. For 10 points, the speaker of what poem by William Carlos Williams asks its reader to forgive him
for taking plums from the icebox?
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ANSWER: “This Is Just to Say”
6. Shortly after this modern-day country’s independence, one of its founding fathers issued a proclamation stating that “we
have rendered to these true cannibals war for war, crime for crime, outrage for outrage” before concluding that the “secret of
being invincible” is to maintain the “precious concord” of “happy harmony amongst yourselves.” That proclamation, titled
“Liberty or Death,” was issued in this country that modern conservative Christians such as Pat Buchanan have claimed that
this modern-day country has made a “pact with the devil” based on foundational moment in its independence, a religious
ceremony at Bois Caïman (bwah kay-mahn) presided over by Dutty Boukman. A 1938 book that was inspired by the author
meeting historian Alfred Auguste Nemours places this country’s independence movement in the context of the French
Revolution. C. L. R. James’s book The Black Jacobins is history of a revolution in, for 10 points, what modern-day country
once led by Jean-Jacques Dessalines (des-uh-leen) and Toussaint Louverture?
ANSWER: Haiti [or Republic of Haiti; or République d’Haïti; or Repiblik Ayiti]
7. A story by this author follows an expert horse-judger whose journeys take him to the Tartars, who cover his heels with
horsehair to stop him from escaping, and to a gypsy camp, where he kills his lover Grusha. An essay on this author observes
that “the lower [he] descends on the scale of created things the more obviously does his way of viewing things approach the
mystical.” A character created by this author dreams of a gigantic cat with the voice of her father-in-law after dying from
eating mushrooms. This author of The Enchanted Wanderer is the subject of Walter Benjamin’s essay “The Storyteller.” In
a story by this man, a woman is drowned along with a rival who stole her last pair of stockings after she and her lover Sergey
are exiled to Siberia for murdering her husband with a candlestick. One of his stories follows a craftsman who delights the
tsar by putting horseshoes on a mechanical flee. For 10 points, what Russian author’s skaz stories include “Lefty,” and “Lady
Macbeth of the Mtsensk District”?
ANSWER: Nikolai Leskov [or Nikolai Semyonovich Leskov]
8. A long-acting analogue of this compound self assembles into 24.4-nanometer-thick nanotubes and is named lanreotide
while the analogue pasireotide (puh-SEER-ee-oh-tide) serves as an orphan drug for Cushing’s disease. An
indium-111-marked analogue of this hormone is used in techniques graded by the Krenning score method of locating
sarcoidosis (sar-koy-DOH-siss) and neuroendocrine tumors. A different analogue of this compound is bound to DOTA ("DO-T-A") in a compound used for imaging tumors, and both of those compounds are octapeptides. This hormone’s active
form comes in 28- and 14-amino-acid varieties, and its analogues may be used to treat acromegaly. Cells that release this
compound are selectively activated by ghrelin. This hormone, which is similar to cortistatin, is produced by delta cells. This
hormone inhibits insulin and glucagon secretion. For 10 points, name this hormone that inhibits the activity of growth
hormone.
ANSWER: somatostatin [accept growth hormone-inhibiting hormone or GHIH before “growth”]
(lan-REE-oh-tide),

9. Four years after this man’s most influential legislative achievement, issues regarding inspections were clarified in a law
named for René Goblet (goh-blay), which also clearly defined a crucial distinction between “public” and “private” and made
a brevet (breh-vay) a requirement for a certain profession. A speech by this man proclaiming that “woman must belong to
science or she belongs to the Church” was widely discussed in the public debate, nearly a decade later, over legislation
named for Paul Bert ("bare"). This man’s own legislative program led to a massive rise in the number of men in a profession
that Charles Péguy (PEH-gee) called the “black hussars of the Republic.” This man spearheaded the passage of legislation
that overhauled the Falloux (fah-loo) Laws, which were passed in the 1850s and mandated an uneasy truce between the state
and the church, to reflect his own staunch laicism and disdain for the clergy. For 10 points, what 19th-century French
statesman’s namesake 1881 and 1882 laws established mandatory, free, secular education?
ANSWER: Jules Ferry [or Jules François Camille Ferry; accept Jules Ferry laws]
10. A compound containing this element and oxygen is dissolved in DMSO in a reagent for the Swern-like Onodera
oxidation. NMR based around this element tends to see chemical shifts between negative 180 to positive 250 ppm;
additionally, due to inconsistent NOE in this element, integration is nearly useless. This element forms a four-membered
ring with sulfur that decomposes into a pair of ylides (ILL-idz) used for thiation ("thigh"-AY-shun). This element and oxygen
form a reagent with an adamantane structure that serves as a dessicant and whose name refers to its empirical formula. A
reagent containing this element is used to alpha-brominate carboxylic acids. Like fluorine and hydrogen, this element exists
nearly monoisotopically with a spin one-half nucleus. Lawesson’s reagent contains sulfur and this element, which is bonded
to three phenyls in a common ligand that reacts in the Wittig reaction. For 10 points, name this element found in the center
of TPP, and below nitrogen on the periodic table.
ANSWER: phosphorus [or P]
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Bonuses (5)
1. This chemist was the first to propose the terms catalysis, polymer, and allotrope, although his definitions do not match
modern definitions. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Swedish pioneer of modern chemistry who developed a system of chemical notation that abbreviated
chemical names and applied sub- and superscripts to identify the number of atoms present.
ANSWER: Jacob Berzelius [or Jöns Jacob Berzelius]
[10] Berzelius’s definition of “polymer” was molecules that shared one of these unit formulas but had different molecular
weights. Examples of molecules with identical formulas of this type include acetic acid and formaldehyde.
ANSWER: empirical formula
[10] Berzelius believed in this obsolete theory due to flawed understanding of voltaic piles. This theory posits that all
molecules are salts consisting of acidic and basic oxides.
ANSWER: electrochemical dualism [accept answers mentioning forms of the word dualist or dual]
2. The first memory of this novel’s narrator is of her slightly older brother peeing through a fence, which she later discovers
wasn’t made of mesh. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this novel in which eight living siblings return to Mamy’s house for the wake of Liam Hegarty, who is found
drowned with stones in his pockets.
ANSWER: The Gathering
[10] In Anne Enright’s Booker-winning novel The Gathering, Liam drowns himself off the shore of this city. Graham
Greene wrote a novel titled for the “rock” of this popular seaside destination in southeast England.
ANSWER: Brighton [accept Brighton and Hove or Brighton Rock]
[10] An earlier Enright novel about the mistress of a dictator from this country opens with him “[putting] his penis inside
[the title character] on a lovely spring day in Paris in 1854.” Augusto Roa Bastos’s novel I, the Supreme follows another
dictator from this country.
ANSWER: Paraguay [or Republic of Paraguay; or República del Paraguay]
3. Machines that perform this process are typically operated by inputting a CAD file to steer a laser beam by means of a
scanning mirror. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this technology in which a directed UV laser is used to cure a polymer resin into a desired solid shape.
ANSWER: stereolithography [or stereolithography apparatus or SL or SLA; prompt on “vat photopolymerization” or
“photosolidification”; prompt on, BUT DO NOT REVEAL, “additive manufacturing” or “3D printing” ]
[10] Stereolithography is a subset of this larger type of technology, often used to make prototype parts, in which solid objects
are built up layer by layer. Another subtype of it is fused deposition modeling, in which ABS or a similar polymer is
extruded from a nozzle.
ANSWER: 3D printing [or additive manufacturing; accept answers mentioning 3D or three dimensional and a form of the
word printing; prompt on “rapid prototyping” or word forms thereof]
[10] In stereolithography, the polymers solidify by this process, in which bonds are formed between individual molecule
chains. Vulcanization of rubber is a special case of this process in which sulfur atoms form the bridges between chains.
ANSWER: cross-linking
4. In antiquity, the term “Hollow Syria” was sometimes used to describe all of the historic region of Syria, but was also used
to denote this smaller area. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this valley between Mount Lebanon and the Anti-Lebanon Mountains where the French conducted airstrikes in
1983 in retaliation for the Beirut barracks bombing.
ANSWER: Beqaa Valley [or Bekaa Valley; or Biqa Valley]
[10] The U.S. response to the barracks bombing was to go after Iranian troops and their trainees, this Shia force from south
Lebanon. This force, now led by Hassan Nasrallah, came together in the wake of the 1982 Israeli incursion into Lebanon
and continues to be a major regional force generally aligned with Iran.
ANSWER: Hezbollah [or Hizbollah; or Hizballah; or Hizbu’llah]
[10] During the Israeli occupation, this member of the Christian Phalange party was elected president of Lebanon and
assassinated just a few weeks later. His older brother, Amine, was elected president after his death.
ANSWER: Bachir Gemayel [or Bashir Gemayel; or Bashir al-Jimayyel; or Bashir al-Jumayyil; or Bashir El Gamaeil]
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5. The efficiency of this process is equal to 1 minus “the ratio of the temperatures of the cold and hot reservoirs.” For 10
points each:
[10] Name this thermodynamic cycle that consists of isothermal expansion at a warm temperature, isentropic expansion,
isothermal compression at a cold temperature, and then isentropic compression.
ANSWER: Carnot cycle [or Carnot engine]
[10] Unlike the Carnot cycle, the Brayton cycle used in gas turbine engines uses two isentropic stages and two stages for
which this condition holds. In the ideal Diesel cycle, fuel injection and combustion happens under this condition.
ANSWER: constant pressure [accept isobaric]
[10] Thermodynamic cycles are easier to analyze when the working fluid is an ideal gas because the product of the pressure
and the volume raised to this exponent is constant.
ANSWER: Cp / Cv ("C P over C V") [or the adiabatic index or Cp divided by Cv or the ratio of constant pressure heat capacity
to constant volume heat capacity or Poisson constant; prompt on “heat capacity ratio”; do not accept the inverse quantity, i.e.
“the ratio of Cv to Cp]

